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  The Mindful Way to a Good Night's Sleep Tzivia Gover,2017-12-12 Good sleep,
including positive dreaming, is essential to good health. In this friendly
guide to cultivating deep, restful sleep — naturally — mindfulness and
dreamwork expert Tzivia Gover offers practical lifestyle advice, easy yoga
poses, 10-minute meditations, simple breathing exercises, visualization and
journaling activities, and lots of encouragement and inspiration. You’ll
learn how to set the stage for safe, productive dreaming, cultivate your
dream recall, and learn to gain insight from your dreams. Gover also helps
you create healthy bedtime and morning routines to ensure a restful night and
refreshed, joyful living the next day.
  The Women's Guide to Overcoming Insomnia: Get a Good Night's Sleep Without
Relying on Medication Shelby Harris,2019-07-02 For every woman who “does it
all” . . . except get a good night’s sleep! More than 60 percent of American
women have trouble sleeping— which isn’t surprising, as they have a higher
risk of developing sleeping problems. But addressing this issue is more
nuanced for women than for men; pregnancy and menopause are just two factors
that add complexity to an already difficult problem. At the risk of
jeopardizing work, parenting, relationships, or overall health, no woman can
afford to deal with sleep deprivation on her own. The Women’s Guide to
Overcoming Insomnia is a roadmap for those who experience anything from
occasional bad nights to chronic insomnia. It outlines several methods to
overcome these issues and improve physical and emotional well- being. From
medical sleep aids to nonmedical approaches, the book looks beyond the basics
of sleep hygiene, helping women to retrain their bodies and minds for a good
night’s sleep every night.
  The secrets to a good night's sleep Laurent Poret, Sleep is an essential
element of our well-being. Lack of concentration, low spirits or bad mood are
often signs of poor quality sleep. We spend about a third of our lives
sleeping. And yet, we don't know much about sleep! Getting back in shape,
being more energetic or more jovial: all this requires a better quality of
sleep. Fortunately, you can improve your sleep with small changes in your
daily life. And in this book we tell you how.
  101 Tips for Better And More Healthy Sleep Alan E. Smith,2023 All of your
physical and mental health depends on getting a good night's sleep. We all
love waking up without an alarm, feeling rested and refreshed, right?
Unfortunately, many people don't sleep enough or sleep well, or both. It may
feel like your sleep is a combination lock and you can't figure out all the
right numbers in the right sequence. These tips are designed to help you put
it all together. These 101 Tips are designed to help you find the rest you
deserve in the best way possible. You'll walk through all of the various
factors in getting a good night's sleep, from your bed and bedroom to
relaxing before bed to solving several sleep problems. While some of these
tips have been around for hundreds or thousands of years, some are as new as
they can be. We even talk about the progress that's been made in the medical
field regarding sleep in past few decades. Whatever your sleep situation, you
will probably find something here that can help you sleep even better and
longer. You just have to have the patience and dedication to solve your own
sleep problems. • Discover your best sleep possible • See new ways to sleep
better, longer • Realize all of the ways to improve your sleep • Explore
techniques from ancient to modern • Understand the real importance of sleep
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Learn more at www.UnbreakYourHealth.com From Loving Healing Press
www.LHPress.com
  Improving Sleep ,2010
  Getting a Good Night's Sleep Fiona Johnston,2013-03-01 An end to wakeful
nights with expert advice on how to get to sleep, sleep well, and stay
asleep. We all recognise the importance of a good night's sleep on a regular
basis, but many people suffer from a sleeping disorder of some kind. Help is
at hand in this practical book which provides straightforward advice on how
to develop good sleeping habits. I Compulsory reading for all of us who toss
and turn in our beds, and also for shiftworkers who must learn to sleep
during the daytime, the bestselling Getting a Good Night's Sleep explains
just what happens when we sleep, as well as: Types of sleeping disorders -
medical, psychological and emotional; How to learn new sleep habits -
learning to make new associations; How drugs, including prescription drugs,
over-the-counter medication and caffeine and nicotine, can affect your sleep;
Managing stress - recognising 'stressors' and learning to deal with them; How
keeping fit can make a difference - realistic goals that lead to better
sleep;Tips for shiftworkers - how to sleep when everyone around you is awake.
This revised and updated edition of a besteller includes: Why your teenagers
stay up late at night; Your own personalised sleep assessment which includes
sleep questionnaire, sleep chart and your legal responsibilities The author
(Dip COT, NZ ROT) is a sought-after speaker on sleep and shiftwork. Trained
as an occupational therapist in Britain, she moved to New Zealand in the
mid-1980s, where she worked as a mental health professional before
establishing a specialised service to assist poor sleepers.
  Gns Anna Wahlgren,2009-08 Are you up all night? Are you so tired that you
feel your sanity slipping away? Not being able to sleep is agony. Sleep
deprivation is a tried and tested method of torture. If human beings are
deprived of sleep for long enough, they will go along with just about
anything. You don't need to go along with anything any longer--nor does your
child. With the Good-Night's-Sleep Cure you can help your baby to sleep
soundly, peacefully, and continuously all night long. Not for five, six, or
seven hours, but for twelve. Put despair behind you! The solution you need
and want is in this book.
  Chocolatour Doreen Pendgracs,2013-06
  How to Overcome Insomnia All by Yourself Antoinetta Vogels,2020-05-18 It’s
time for bed. You’re tired, but you know you’ll be tossing and turning for
hours to come. At dawn, you fall into a deep sleep, but it’s short lived.
Long before you’re ready, your alarm clock mercilessly informs you that it’s
time to get up. After decades of nights like this, Antoinetta Vogels managed
to unravel the enigma of her sleeping problem and restore her ability to get
a good night’s sleep. In How to Overcome Insomnia All by Yourself, Antoinetta
reveals how to become a healthy sleeper through self-knowledge. Using
examples from her own life and firsthand experience with this sleep disorder,
Antoinetta explores the childhood circumstances that can lead to unhealthy
motivation, approval-seeking behavior, and chronic insomnia in adulthood. She
offers practical advice and activities that you can use to heal the wounds of
the past so you can enjoy a brighter future full of joy, healthy
relationships, and restful sleep.
  Good Nights Maria Goodavage,Jay Gordon,2007-04-01 Your baby sleeps in your
bed, and you love it. Except for those nagging worries about safety. (She's
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so small, I'm so big!) And what your relatives are saying. (She'll never
leave your bed!) And that little foot that always ends up on your face. Worry
no more! Good Nights puts your concerns about the family bed to rest, with
fun and easy-to-use guidance on safety, coping with criticism, and even
keeping the spark in your marriage (albeit outside the bedroom). With warmth
and humor, Dr. Jay Gordon, a nationally recognized pediatrician who has
endorsed the family bed for decades, and Maria Goodavage, a former USA Today
staff writer with training in sleep research, give you everything you'll need
in order to thrive - and at times, simply survive - with the family bed. Good
Nights provides a comprehensive look at: - SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH - Science is
uncovering a wealth of advantages, including possible protection from SIDS,
for babies who share their parents' bed. - SURPRISING BENEFITS - Parents of
young babies get much more sleep with the family bed! And little ones who
spend time sleeping next to parents end up more independent (you read that
right!) and closer to their parents than their cribbed peers. - SAFETY - The
authors give simple-to-follow advice on how to make your family bed at least
as safe as a crib. - SOUND SLEEP - Yes, it can be had. Good Nights lets you
know how to overcome the obstacles. - SEX - Ditto. - SAYING GOOD-BYE - Your
child really will leave your bed! Good Nights helps you help your child move
on when the time is right. If you're among the record number of parents
turning to the family bed, turn to Good Nights. It's a bedside companion you
won't want to be without.
  Start Your Day with a Good Night’s Sleep Robert Sachs,2017-08-03 Through
his training as a clinical social worker, massage therapist, yoga teacher,
and student of Tibetan Buddhism, Robert Sachs has studied and learned to
master and teach forms of meditation, biofeedback, progressive relaxation,
and yoga. His appreciation for the value of sleep and deep rest is the
inspiration behind Start Your Day with a Good Nights Sleep. This is a book
devoted to quality rest and sleep, written by one of todays leading holistic
health therapists and educators. Like many of Roberts books, it is practical,
designed as a guidebook to address the sleeplessness, agitation, and insomnia
that have reached epidemic proportions in modern times. Learn: how to create
the perfect sleep environment; the importance of sleep apparel; times of day
that are optimal for sleep; why your sleep patterns change over time; and
simple exercises to overcome sleeplessness and insomnia. Roberts book has so
much to offer to those struggling for fruitful sleep. Through simple
exercise, master mental and physical techniques and exercises to promote a
rested, relaxed state of mind and body every dayall dayand learn how to
create the best possible environment for deep, rejuvenating sleep. Your body,
mind, and spirit will thank you.
  The Complete Guide to a Good Night's Sleep Carmel Harrington,2014-05-01
Between 20-30% of the population experience problems with either falling
asleep or staying asleep. The reasons are many and varied - from anxiety to
sleep apnoea or poor sleep hygiene (such as the overuse of technology or too
many wines before bed). Short-term effects of too little sleep include
changes in mood: we feel tired, cranky, depressed, unmotivated, indecisive
and unable to process information. We'll be disinclined to exercise. Our
appetite hormones become irregular, so we experience a strong desire to eat
all the wrong types of food: chocolate, chips and hamburgers. People
suffering from chronic insomnia are far more likely to develop depression,
certain types of cancer, cardiovascular diseases such as high blood pressure
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and heart disease, metabolic diseases such as type II diabetes and obesity
and, to top off an already grim picture, are more likely to die younger. Dr
Carmel Harrington knows that sleep solutions are not a one-size-fits-all.
Sleep is highly individual and there are many reasons why you may not be
sleeping well. In this definitive guide, she examines the process of sleep,
the particular reasons why you are having trouble sleeping well, the
behaviour patterns that hinder your restful sleep, and helps you to uncover
ways to achieve deep, restful sleep on a permanent basis.
  Why We Sleep Matthew Walker,2017-10-03 Sleep is one of the most important
but least understood aspects of our life, wellness, and longevity ... An
explosion of scientific discoveries in the last twenty years has shed new
light on this fundamental aspect of our lives. Now ... neuroscientist and
sleep expert Matthew Walker gives us a new understanding of the vital
importance of sleep and dreaming--Amazon.com.
  Getting a Good Night's Sleep Nancy Foldvary-Schaefer,2006 Examines sleep
and the normal stages of sleep, sleep disorders, their causes, and treatment,
and why a lack of the right amount and quality of sleep is dangerous.
  Ten Natural Ways to a Good Night's Sleep Nikos Linardakis,2007 Ten Natural
Ways to a Good Night's Sleep offers simple and natural solutions for
achieving a lifetime of healthy sleep. Optimal living includes a lifetime of
healthy sleep-something difficult for most of us to achieve,but this book
will change the way America doesn't sleep.
  Get a Good Night's Sleep! Katie Marsico,2015-01-01 Get a Good Night's
Sleep! focuses on sleeping habits while discussing steps children can take to
practice healthy lifestyles. Readers are introduced to why a bedtime is
important, the sleep cycle, and routines to follow in order to get a good
night's sleep. Callouts prompt inquiry, further thinking, and close
examination of photographs. Additional text features and search tools,
including a glossary and an index, help students locate information and learn
new words.
  Get a Good Night's Sleep Katherine A. Albert (M. D.),Katherine A Albert,
M.D., Ph.D.,1999-04 An expert on sleep disorders shares the latest research
information to help those with sleep problems conquer their insomnia.
  365 Ways to Get a Good Night's Sleep Ronald L Kotler,Maryann
Karinch,2009-10-18 We spend about one third of our lives asleep—but we still
feel tired. Without a good eight hours, we end up head-bobbing at work and
drinking enough coffee to fuel a jet!This book addresses the surprisingly
complex issue of sleep in easy-to-tackle steps. This exhaustive guide brings
shuteye within reach as it explains how to: Pay back a sleep debt Nap without
throwing off nighttime rest Deter disturbing dreams Handle a sleepwalker (or
night-eater!) Take a bite out of teeth grinding, and more! It’s usually not a
good thing for a book to put you to sleep. But this one-way ticket to
dreamland will help you go from counting sheep to fast asleep!
  Seven Days to a Perfect Night's Sleep Debra L. Gordon,2003-04-15 Supplies
readers with the information necessary for a good night's sleep, including
tips for dieting, exercise, herbal supplements, and reducing snoring.
  Say Good Night to Insomnia Gregg D. Jacobs,2009-09-15 Introduction by Dr.
Herbert Benson, author of The Relaxation Response A drug-free, scientifically
proven program for conquering insomnia in six weeks. At least thirty million
adults ure the stress of severe, chronic insomnia, and the numbers of
sufferers aregrowing. Dr. Gregg Jacobs has used the six-week program offered
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in Say Good Night to Insomnia to help thousands of insomnia sufferers at the
Behavioral Medicine Insomnia Program at Boston's Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center, a major teaching hospital of Harvard Medical School. The
program succeeds by helping insomniacs change the way they think about sleep,
making it a friend instead of an enemy. Among the many topics addressed are
these: * Developing a sleep enhancing lifestyle including diet, exercise, and
an understanding of the importance of body temperature * Stopping a depency
on sleeping pills * Managing negative emotions, stress, and anxiety *
Quieting the mind and body to enhance inner feelings of peace Say Good Night
to Insomnia is an empowering book that lets insomniacs take control of their
minds and bodies by giving them the knowledge and techniques to overcome
their problem forever.
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